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ABSTRACT 
 

We examine the pre-and post- split behavior for trades and quotes of iShares that split in June 2005 to 
determine whether the resulting price changes, bid-ask spread, trade turnover, average dollar-size trade, 
frequency of small trades, trade price location, order imbalance, and abnormal returns are indicative of 
broker promotion or of investors delaying trades until after the split in order to avoid the inconvenience 
of due-bill processing necessitated by pre-split trades. Studying the effects of share splits for twelve 
iShare ETFs issued by Barclay Global Investors, we examine the two hypotheses that have been 
advanced for the pattern of trade and quote price and activity behavior surrounding stock share splits. 
The broker promotion hypothesis suggests that brokers will influence their small investors to delay 
purchasing shares until after a split so that the brokers may profit from the increased bid-ask spreads 
arising from the split. Evidence of increased realized spreads would be consistent with this hypothesis, 
as would a decline in average order size, increase in frequency of small trades, trade prices that are 
closer to the ask price and an increase in the buy order imbalance. An increase in post-split daily 
turnover would be consistent with the trader inconvenience hypothesis.  
 
We find that there are increases in spreads and frequency of small trades and the decrease in average 
trade size experienced by the split iShares that are consistent with the broker-promotion hypothesis, 
while there is a significant increase in daily turnover after the split that is consistent with the trader 
inconvenience hypothesis. Neither hypothesis is supported by the trade-price location parameter and by 
trade imbalance in the post-split period. We find that three measures (bid-ask spread, average dollar 
order size and frequency of small trades) fail to reject the broker-promotion hypothesis, while the 
increase in post-split turnover fails to reject the trader inconvenience hypothesis. From this we conclude 
that there is more support for the broker-promotion hypothesis than for the trader inconvenience 
hypothesis in the iShare split.  
 
 


